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In this second edition of the OSWG newsletter: a brief
overview of open science practices,  info on our first
workshop, a report on our attendance at the open science
festival, and more!

Are you aware of all the different aspects of open science? Almost
everyone has heard of open access publishing, and perhaps you've
been in contact with open methodology (through, for example,
GitHub), but there are no less than five "branches" of OS:

open access publishing
open access data
open methodology
open peer review
open education

Want to know more? We will tell you about these different topics
during the first OSWG workshop -- coming soon to your team (see
below)!

First workshop!

This month, we will be giving our first workshop in your team. In
this workshop, we will be looking to educate you more about open

https://mailchi.mp/85c25be3442f/first-newsletter-os-working-group-9062291?e=[UNIQID]


science in general. We want to spark discussions and brainstorm
about what knowledge and tools your specific team needs to work
towards adopting open science practices in the future. So stay
tuned for the workshop coming up in your team: 
 

CNAB Sept 5 
NP Sept 12 

BTN Sept 28 
MULTINET Sept 29 

KNW TBD

Open Science Festival, September 1st 2022

Last Thursday, we represented the OSWG at the second edition of
the Netherlands National Open Science Festival at the VU. 



We attended several interesting workshops and plenary sessions,
but, more importantly, we shared our plans for the department
through a poster presentation (the poster can now be found
hanging in the hallway on the eastside of the 13th floor, do check
it out!).  

It was great to see the progress that has been made in OS in the
Netherlands and the attention that it is now being given. Our
former department head and current rector magnificus of the VU
Jeroen Geurts co-hosted  the event,  and even our  minister of
Education, Culture, and Science Robbert Dijkgraaf dropped by. See
also their tweets regarding the event: @JeroenJGGeurts and
@RHDijkgraaf! 

Keep an eye out for the next OSWG newsletter, in which we will
share some highlights of the event.

Call for OSCAwards

OSCA, the Open Science Communitay Amsterdam with financial
support from the VU, HVA, and UvA, is calling for Open Science
projects for their OSCAwards 2023. Everyone (support staff,
researchers, educators, students) based in Amsterdam is welcome
to submit their own project or nominate someone else's. They will
be awarding eight prizes of  €200,- in four different categories of
OS! See here for more information; the submission deadline is 15
december. 

Come join our team!

We are always looking for interested and engaged people to join
our team. Whether you just want to lend a hand once in a while,
or become a constant member, you are always welcome to join!
Just reach out to one of us in the hallway or send us an email at
open.science.anw@amsterdamumc.nl!

d i

https://twitter.com/JeroenJGGeurts/status/1565393084459917315
https://twitter.com/RHDijkgraaf/status/1565618505822650368
https://openscience-amsterdam.com/


Hands On Open Science
Follow open science twitter pages to get relevant, up-to-date

information and tips regarding open science! For example, check
out OSCA and the Center for Open Science.

Events / Resources
September 

Data conversations: tooling and
roadmapping for RDM and Open

Science

Open data, open methods, and
reproducible and transparent

research are increasingly endorsed
by funders, publishers, institutions

and learned societies. But what
does making your research open,

transparent and reproducible mean
in practice? Researchers from

different Faculties, Institutes and
disciplines will have a chance to
hear and learn from each other

about their experiences with
planning for good data

management and transparent and
open research.

The course will be Thursday,
September 15, 13:00 – 14:00, VU

LMU Open Science Center 

October 

Science Europe Open Science
Conference 2022 

 

Science Europe is organising a
conference on Open Science on 18
and 19 October 2022. The event

will bring together institutional
leaders, researchers at all stages of
their careers, and experts from the
field to discuss two main questions: 

1. Is Open Science ready to
become the norm in research?

2. How do we ensure an equitable
transition to Open Science?

https://twitter.com/OSCAmsterdam
https://twitter.com/OSFramework
https://vu-nl.libcal.com/event/3909174
https://www.scienceeurope.org/events/open-science-conference-2022/


LMU is organising a three-day
crash course on anything you need
to know about OS! It is happening
from 27 - 29 September, and you

can register here.
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